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Let’s All Cycle Collage
Creating a cycling theme collage to display in school

READY EYFS links & session outcomes
Exploring and using media and materials:
children safely use and explore a variety of
materials, tools and techniques, experimenting
with colour, design, texture, form and function.
Being imaginative: children use what they
have learnt about media and materials in
original ways, thinking about uses and
purposes.

This learning resource supports pupils to:
➜ Plan and create a collage with a cycling
theme
➜ Choose colours, images, words to support
their design
➜ Work with others collaboratively &
negotiate (if using as a group activity)

SET What you will need
➜ Paper/card to create collage
on (size to suit the group)
➜ Magazines, newspapers,
pictures, fabrics, wool,
Bikeability illustrations
or anything else you can

find that would work well
for your collages, along
with sticky tape or craft
glue.
➜ Bicycle Collage Template
(if using)

PEDAL What to do
➜ Share the theme of your collage ‘Bicycles
and cycling’ to create a class/group/or
individual collage.
➜ Use the Bicycle Collage Template as a
start point or find lots of bicycle images
to use across one page. Alternatively
find images of bicycles, cut them up and
swap them around to recreate. There are
no hard and fast rules.

➜ Use magazines, newspapers,
pictures, fabrics, wool, recycled items,
Bikeability illustrations or other items
available.
➜ A clear message promoting cycling can
be added, display in school.

To make this learning active
As part of this learning activity, pupils can be
taken on a discovery walk around school to
find items for the collage, such as leaves, twigs
and/or grasses.

DID YOU KNOW?
Bamboo has been used to make cycling
T-shirts, a plant which requires a lot fewer
resources to grow. Weird and wonderful!

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: WWW.BIKEABILITY.ORG.UK
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